
Get your Federal tax EIN for Free Online
directly from IRS.GOV for your LLC

Contrary to misconceptions, there is no

cost to get a federal Employer

Identification Number (EIN).

PAGO PAGO, AMERICAN SAMOA, USA,

May 2, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Contrary to naïve misconception, there

is no attached cost to get a federal

Employer Identification Number. So,

make sure you’re not paying to get

your federal EIN. Your goal should be

to get your federal EIN through official

channels set forth by the IRS to avoid

any expenses.

IRS Does Not Charge Any Fees for EIN

Fundamentally, the Internal Revenue of

Service provides the federal EIN free of

cost to a wide range of businesses. On

top of online, there are several ways to

get a federal EIN that also does not

cost anything. However, it is vital for business owners to meet all the requirements to get their

EIN.

For starters, make sure to form your business with a legal structure like LLC. Also, the location of

the business should be within US or US territories. And most importantly, get a proper taxpayer

identification number like ITIN and SSN along with EIN.

Fill Out Application Information Without Errors 

As long as you fill out and submit the application without errors, you should be able to get your

federal EIN. And the best part is that there are no added or hidden charges whatsoever.

Remember that the EIN is free because every business must get it for tax operational and tax

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://irs.gov
http://LLc.as.gov


purposes.

Apply through the Most Convenient Method Without Charges

For the sake of convenience, the IRS offers four distinct ways to get an EIN. You can fill out and

submit your application online, fax a filled out SS-4, apply via US Mail, or apply via telephone.

Most startup businesses prefer the online method to obtain EIN.

In fact, filling out the application and validation of information online is easier and simpler than

other methods. Oftentimes, business owners apply for an EIN through a toll-free service

number. You can call at (800) 829-4933 from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM local time to get your EIN.

You will, however, have to provide the relevant and required information to the assistor to obtain

your EIN. In this option, there is also no fee to get EIN, and just requires the authorized person to

communicate over the telephone. American Samoa business applicants can also call (267) 941-

1099 to get their EIN without any charge.

Wrap Up

In American Samoa, startup business owners or members enjoy a lot of perks and allow a high

degree of flexibility and accessibility to run LLC operations.

Learn more information on how to form American Samoa LLC now!
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